
Tame little cords with 
CableDrop Mini
The CableDrop Mini cord holder gently grasps your 
power and peripheral cords so they don’t fall off 
your desk when you unplug your laptop. Just peel 
off the sticker on the self-adhesive foot and place 
the CableDrop Mini wherever you want. Sold in a 
set of nine.

Tame big & little cords with CableDrop
The CableDrop works like the mini, but it’s just a little bigger. So while it still works great with your 
smartphone cable, it’s also big enough to wrangle full sized power cables, like your laptop, TV or lamp 
uses. Sold in a set of six.

Ideas we love

keep the cords under control

CableDrop Mini 
approximately life size

CableDrop 
approximately life size

113 0029

CableDrop Mini, White, 9pcs.

$9.95

113 0089

Bright CableDrop, 6pcs.

$9.95

113 0090

Black CableDrop, 6pcs.

$9.95

113 0083

Muted CableDrop, 6pcs.

$9.95

113 0091

White CableDrop, 6pcs.

$9.95

113 0030

CableDrop Mini, Black, 9pcs.

$9.95
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Desk stand includes a solid base 
to keep your tablet steady at 

any angle

Standard clamp model attaches 
to nearly any flat surface

The C-Clamp mount can attach 
to desk edges, shelves or 
tubing (like a music stand)

111 0138

MagConnect Desk Stand

$89.95

111 0141

Unite Desk Stand

$89.95

111 0142

MagConnect Clamp Mount

$149.95

111 0145

Unite Clamp Mount

$149.95

111 0146

MagConnect C-Clamp Mount

$89.95

Adjustable carbon fiber iPad stands 
are beautiful, sturdy & light 
Set up your iPad for optimal use with an adjustable mount from The Joy Factory. Constructed of high-quality carbon fiber 
arms and equipped with carefully designed joints, each of these mounts uses a MagConnect case system that’s completely 
interchangeable... the magnet travels with the iPad so you can connect it instantly to any other MagConnect mount.

The Unite series for 7-12 inch tablets
The Unite series uses a universal adjustable and secure clamp to keep your 7-12 inch tablet firmly in place.

The MagConnect Series for iPad tablets

See more  models at MobileLifeShop.com

111 0149

Unite C-Clamp Mount

$89.95



Surge protector included

Sort and hide cord clutter with CableBox Mini
Instead of tolerating a “rats nest” of AC adapters and charge cables, let CableBox Mini hide everything away in a cute and convenient box. Just tuck everything 
in and close the lid. Made from fire-retardant plastic, it includes a UL listed 4-socket surge protector that’s perfect for your smartphone and tablet chargers. Also 
included are non-slip rubber feet and a set of 10 twist ties to get cables sorted out.

Keep cables in place and labeled
Make a charge & sync station at your desk with a Cable Station; they each 
hold 5 cables in their rubber grooves so that they always stay organized and 
in reach. It can be mounted on the sides or undersides of tables or media 
centers too. Using a felt-tip marker (not included), you’ll be able 
to label the slots too. Choose the 
mini or the larger 
Cable Station 2.

113 0033

Blue CableBox Mini

$29.95

113 0031

White CableBox Mini

$29.95

113 0032

Black CableBox Mini

$29.95

113 0084

Cable Station 2 Organizer

$6.99

113 0112

Cable Station Mini

$5.99

Before After
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Easy to use, each 
set includes 12 tags 

and 24 labels

Kableflags keep your cables organized and remove confusion when connecting or disconnecting them at 
your power strip. The flexible identification flags are blank so you can create your own customized tags. 
Unlike tape, Kableflag cable tags don’t get sticky with age. The white background is easy to write on with a 
permanent marker.

113 0864

DIY Kableflags, 10 pack

$7.99

Organize your cables and 
identify where they go
Can’t tell which AC adapter belongs to which device? Avoid 
accidentally unplugging the wrong generic black cable with dotz 
cord identifiers. Label the plug-end of your cords by snapping on 
the 5 reusable cable dotz with 10 punch-out labels, pre-printed 
with illustrations of common electrical devices.

Easily match cables to 
their destinations with 
Cord ID Pro
Label your cords and color coordinate them 
with their intended ports with Cord ID Pro. The 
colored shells can snap onto any cable measuring 
between 1/8" to 5/16" in diameter. Just label the 
pre-numbered insert and attach the matching ID 
number to the matching port.

113 0039

Dotz Cord Identifiers, 5 pack

$3.99

113 0040

Cord ID Pro 12 pack

$7.99

Label your cables with easy-to-use, 
easy-to-read Kableflags



Why not Q Knot?
A Q Knot is a big rubbery reusable zip tie that’s useful 
for bundling just about anything. Control cord bundles, 
organize art supplies, cinch bags sealed or keep loose 
objects organized. Q Knots are stronger than twist ties 
but completely reusable. In their bright assorted colors, 
they look pretty slick too.

113 0114

Q Knot, 25 pcs.

$7.99

113 0121

Q knot Pro, 25 pcs.

$8.99

The age of tangled messy headphone and charger cables is over: use a Recoil cord winder to tuck 
nearly any loose cord into a durable egg-shaped housing. Just feed a little of your cable into the 
mechanism and it rolls the rest right out of sight. Both ends stick out of the Recoil winder so you 
can only have to extend as much cord as you need. 

113 0037

Large Recoil winder

$8.99

113 0036

Medium Recoil winder

$8.99

113 0035

Small Recoil winder

$8.99

Coil away cord clutter

Shorten, store & protect with the Dotz cord wrap
At home, office or on the go, keep your cords and cables secure, protected, and tangle free. Simply wrap 
up to 8 feet of cord or cable around the spindle and snap it shut. Just want to get rid of some excess cord? 
No problem. Simply unravel what you need and conceal the rest in this sleek and durable case.

The smaller Dotz mini cord wrap works for cords of 
5 feet or less and includes a detachable clip so you 
can quickly attach it to a bag, case, strap or pocket.

For larger objects and a tighter grip, use Q knot Pro

113 0157

Mini Cord Case, red

$5.99

113 0160

Cord Case

$6.99

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com
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Full color  selection at MobileLifeShop.com

Everything in its place with Grid-IT

GRID-IT tablet cases easily hold and organize dozens of  accessories
Protect your tablet and organize your accessories with the Grid-IT Wrap neoprene sleeve. Available in two sizes, it includes an array of elastic straps that are 
perfect for gadget retention. The fabric can stretch to accommodate bulkier items like chargers. You can even slide your phone into the straps.

Elastic bands hold 
items in place

141 0111

GRID-IT! Organizer Medium

$14.99

141 0113

GRID-IT! Organizer 
Medium

$19.99

141 0115

GRID-IT! Organizer 
Large

$24.99

141 0419

GRID-IT! 10 tablet case

$29.99

141 0417

GRID-IT! 7 tablet case

$24.99

A truly unique organizer, the 
GRID-IT! system provides endless 
configurations for your phone, 
tablet and all the stuff that goes 
along with them. Thanks to the 
dozens of criss-crossing elastic 
bands, it can hold your mobile 
devices and a whole lot more. Just 
slip the board into your backpack, 
bag or suitcase and you’ll have all 
your accessories perfectly stowed 
but easily accessible.

Scan the Grid-IT! 
with the Mobile Life insight app to see 
more organization ideas




